
Make your backyard a true masterpiece. Frame it with Trex
Seclusions®. This composite fencing system offers the perfect
backdrop to compliment any backyard paradise. With lasting
beauty and low maintenance, it’s the perfect fencing solution.

BEAUTY AND PRIVACY FROM EVERY ANGLE

REFINED BEAUTY.
DURABILITY.
PRIVACY.

Top Cap Option Available

National Fence Distribution

National Fence Distribution
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Horizontal

High performance

Lasting beauty

Trex through and through

>> Never needs painting or staining

>> Resists insect damage and
      won’t warp, rot, or splinter

>> Installs quickly and easily with
     an interlocking picket system

>> Wind rating of 110 mph steady
      and 130 mph gusts

>> Customizable for height, style
      and slope

>> Contains 95% recycled
      materials

>> Backed by Trex 25-year
      Limited Residential Warranty

>> Three rich, natural colors that
      compliment any home

>> Board on board look; same on
      both sides

Trex fencing is used throughout the country for
more than just residential purposes. Its quality
makes Trex fencing a superb choice for commercial
and governmental projects as well.

A NEW DAWN IN SMART DESIGN.
Simple and eye-catching Trex Horizons is also
low-maintenance. It’s one more way Trex is
taking a modern approach to backyard living.

National Fence Distribution
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